GROUSE SCHOOL

Sunday, August 18th @ 9:00AM
Massachusetts Fisheries and Wildlife HQ
Westborough, Ma.

Join us or a day of lectures, discussions, and demonstrations of all things grouse and woodcock. Topics designed to get the new wingshunter in the grouse woods, and to help the experienced wingshunter enjoy more success afield.

Topics to include:
- Grouse and woodcock cover, and how to identify it
- How to scout for grouse
- Hunting tactics
- Guns, Ammo, and Shooting
- Gear and Equipment
- Field craft and safety afield
- The state of grouse in Mass, and public hunting areas
- Gun dogs

Space is limited to 50
$50/ per person includes RGS membership

to reserve a seat contact:
Larry Rich: 617-838-5597 or e-mail flrbll@rcn.com